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ABSIRACT
Three basic concepts of education for employment are

discussed. It is stated that vocational and academic education can no

longer be scspartmentalited. Education is mandatory for employment in

modern society. Vocational education should be a basic objective of
all education. Second, technological and economic progress demand
change. Al.propriatoly prepared persons must be highly adaptable, and

this is viewed as requiring continuous learning. Finally, freedom of

,opportunity is measured by the individual range of choice. Education
can increase this range. troll these, five operation principles are
discussed= not limiting vocational education to particular skills,
school assistance, final occupational preparationiand devolOpnent
of the individual. k unified system of vocational educational
education ins seen Ps necessary. it should begin in the lowest grades

and continuo throughout the educational experience. the curriculum

should be spinal, and postsecondary occupational preparation should

be a goal. the troves should include fieldwork, and the school's
obligation should continue past graduation. Creation of an
-occupational propagation system lust be a continuing pursuit. (SLD)
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IV, BASIC CONCEPTS OF EDUCATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

As earlier actions have, shown, the Vocational education Act of
1003 in mom ways charted a major reorientation of vocational educe.
lion. however, in the brief time available, the promise of the act has
not been realised. Meantime the world of work and the problems of
reputation for it, access to h, and sucessful performance in it hare

even more complex. Out of the changing social and economic
environment of the pa.1 two &cedes MS merited dearer concepts of
career dtrelopnent, some new and some modifieations of earlier ones.
From these cone et we can draw operetional principles and design
a system of leguiletive and administrative changee necessary for

lea rotational edoretion for all. Three concepts are partite.
fatly relevant to this report.
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Vocational education is not a separate discipline within education,
but it is a basic objective of ell education and must be a basic element
of each person's education. It is also a teaching technique which may
have even more to offer as method than as substance. As a selecting
out process for the professions, education has fostered, Unwed, and
rewarded the vernal dills important to there pursuits. It has ten
too little attention to development of attitudes, manipulative ikills,
and adaptability to new situations. In the process of emphasizing
verbal skills, the predominant methods of instruction are lecture and
discussion, and little attention is given to the alternative technique of
learning by doing. As discussed earlier, for many students, the tech.
Agues of vocational education can supply a core around which an
kit native packer) of academic as well as skill content can be prepared
which will be more palatable and useful to undermotireted students
than either alone. This may be most applicable to those from deprived
environments whose verbal experiences hare been limited and whose
time horitom here been shortened by expectation of failure. Skill
development can be accomplished through work experience or through
education in the school's shops and laboretories. The key is to build
a better means of integrating academie education, ,n skill t-yaining and
work experience. The common objective Amid be a successful life in
which employment has a crucial role.

THE OGNSTANOY OP CHANGE

The se end premise is by now a dither "Nothing will henceforth
be more e- natant than change.* 'AAA° logleal and economic progress
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OPER ATION PRINCIPLES

A number of operational principles follow from these premises:
I. Vocational education cannot be meaningfully limited to the skills

necessary for a particular occupation. It is more appropriately defined
as all of those aspects of educational experience which help a person to
discover his talents, to relate them to the world of work to choose an
occupation and to refine his talents and use them succceofully in em
ployment. In fact, orientation and assistance in vocational choice may
often be loom valid determinants of employment success, and therefore
rcore_pro(itabiti uses of educational funds, than specific skill training.

In a technology where only relative economic costs, not engineer.
Int; knove-how, prevent mechanisation of routine tasks, the age of
"human use of human beings" may be within reach, but those human
beitigs must be equipped to do tasks which machines cannot do. Where
complex instructions and sophisticated decisions mark the boundary
between the realm of man and the role of the machine, there is no
longer room for any dichotomy between intellectual competence and
manipulative *kills and, therefore, between academic and vocational
education.

8. In a labor 'ore* where most have a high echo, edoeation, all who
do not are at a serious competitive disadvantage. But at the same time,
a high school education alone cannot provide an automatic ticket to
eetisieetory And continuous enployment. Education cannot shed its

'0 responsibilities to the student (and to society in his behalf) Just he.
cause he has chosen to reject tie arum or bet.aueA it has hAnded him
a diptom_a. In* world where ti* distance between the experiences of
childhood., adoiaacence, and adulthood and between school end work
continua* widen, the school most reach forward to assist the student
skives the gaps hat as lake market institutions most teeth back to
waist In the transition. it la not enough to dump the school tearer into
a labor market pool. -the school a with the red of society must
provide Mitt a ladder, and pettier* he p him to climb

4. Boma type of Arms) occupetirgiel preparation mug be a part
Of every educational aperiente.h it may be well to delay final
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Shit the tepidity of change grid the competition from generally rising
editeritiontl eitainwerit, npettding and remedial education opportit.
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In short, an environment is ememing in which nearly all require
salable skills which demand intellectual-as well AS manipulative con-
tent and which include the base for constant adaptation to change.
An increasing amount of the knowledge necessary to success must he
organised and presented in a formal manner; the pickup or observa-
tion methods of the past are no longer adequate. Rural schools with
their inadequate offerings and ghetto schools with their defleient
resources, added to the init'al environmental handiceps of their stu-
dents, can never hope, without special assistance, o gain on the
quality-conscious suburban schools. Education is neither the unique
cause, nor the sole cure of the problems of the rural depre.kted area
or the urban slum. nut it is a necessary factor.

V. TOWARD .A UNIFIED SYSTEM OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

That most of the concepts of section IV were in the minds of the
authors of the Vocational Palest ion Act of 100 is apparent from its
declaration of purpose °that persons of all ages in all communities
of the Statetho_ ._ in high school, those who have completed or dis-
continued their formal education and are preparing to enter the labor
market, those who have already entered the labor market but need
to upgrade their skills or learn new ones, and those with special
Educational handicaps --will have ready access to vocational training
or retraining which is of high quality, which is realistic in the light
of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and
which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from
such training." ..

An adequate system of vocatioral *duration capable of achieving
these objective, while coping with a changing environment, should,
we believe, have the following characteristics:

I. Ottesoationel preparation should begin in the elementary schools
with a resilistie picture of the world of work. Its fundamental pur-
poses should be (0 familiarise the student with his world and to pro-
tide him with the intellectual tools and rational habit. of thought
to sat In I I.
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legs ['reparatory curriculum might profit from the techniques of learn-
ing by doing. On the other hand; care should be taken that pursuit of a
vocationally oriented curriculum in the high school does not block the
upward progress of the competent student who later decides to pursue
a college degree.

4. Occupational education should be based on a spiral curriculum
which treats concepts at higher and higher levels of complexity as the
'student 11130133 through the program. Vocational preparation should be
used to make general eclucetion concrete and understandable; general
education should point up the vocational implications of all education.
Curriculum materials should be prepared for both general and voca-
tional education to emphasize three relationships.

b. Some formal posttocondary occupational preparation for all
should be a goal for the -.0tcar Mora Universal high school education Is
not yet achieved but is rapidly approaching reality. Postsecondary en-
raiment* are growing, and before many pars have passed, the labor
force entrant without rat.anced skills gained throegh postsecondary
education, apprenticeship, or on-the-job training will be at a serious
disadvantage. Universal advanced training will-bring increased pro-
ductivity, higher standards of living, and greater adaptability, to the
profit of the economy as well as the individual. If postsecondary edit
canton and training is to be universal, it must be free. Fourteen yftrs
of free public education with a terminal occupational emphasis should
be a current 1.gft

& Beyond Initial preparation for employment, many, out of choke
or necessity, will want to bolster an upward occupational climb with
Pert-time and eemetimee full-tirne, courses and programs as adults.
Th ese should be available as part of the regular public school system.
They should not be limited to a few high-dernaM and low-coet trades,-
but should provide a range of .)ccupational choke as wide as those
aroi!able to Modems preparing for Initial entry.

if. Any occupation which contributes to the good of 'society is a fit
eat for rocatIonel education. Id the alloeatkrt of seance resouttve,
AM attention must be paid to those occupations which offer expending
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vantages of institutional and on-the.fob training in formal cooperative
work-study programs.

O. Effective orctipationsl preparation is impossible if the school feels
that its obligation ends when the student graduates. The school, there.
fore, must work with employers to build a bridge between school and
work. Placing the student on a job and following up his suctoceses and
failures provides the best possible information t' the school on Eta
own strengths and makneases.

10. No matter how good the system of initial preparation and the
opportunities for upgrading on the job, there will always be need for
remedial programs.Ternedial programs will differ from the preventive
in that many of the etudents will require financial assistance while in
training; the courses must be elotely oriented to the labor Intake/ to
mum a quick return to employment; and the trainee will be lm.
patient of what may seem to be the frills of regular vocational

PriAns.

t every level from the elementary school through the peel.
seoondsyy, adult, and remedial programs there will be those with
special needs as defined by the 1003 act. )'or both humanitarian and
economic reasons, persons wit\ special needs deserve special help.

It Many communities are to small to muster sufficient stude»ta for
a range of occupational offerings broad enough to provide realistic
freedom of occupational choke. Potential students, Off those with
the greatest needs, live in areas too isolated for access to meaningful
training. Others come from a home and neighborhood environment
which makes sound preparation for life and employment dir't. An
adequate spier of oceupationel preparation will provide residential
!militia wherever their *Wore presents an obstacle to anyone in need
of edoeetion and treinhg.

I& The public system for occupational preparation must be sup.
ported by 'depute faellitles and equipment, but ttessed by research
and innovation, and by the preparttWi and upgrading of emapetent
teachers, courinekgtend administrators. IN3 assulNi eoristani lintproet
merit, it must p e for mristAnt evaluation and reporting o prob .
km* and setomplishments.

it The system of occupational preparation cannot operate In a
vacuum. Data must be made available on public and Nitrite training

II Mild* to eliminate undesirableu&-mit*. We supply
a demand for various oecpttms must be available no a broader

two mutt,. bests. BO total Indian* 6plyblitit4fka must be
based, not on the number of jobs which are stesili-k but ott the
sonsibte of stow heeding into's,.
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*ixcerpts of highlights and recommendations appearing in

the United States Senate, Committee on Labor and

Public Welfare, Subcommittee on Education, Notes and

Working papers Concerning
the Adni_nia_t_ration of pro -

rams Authorised Under Vocational Education Act of

1963, Public Law 88-210, se Arvded, (Washington, Da...,

Mach 1968), pp. 47-52.
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